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Following most any election - perhaps even more so with the recently decided US Presidential vote 

– roughly half of the public will feel all is going bad while the other half is encouraged.  But one 

thing most investors, regardless of their political preferences, can agree on is the belief that the 

world is suddenly changed.  Two big themes could characterize 2016: 1) “Angry is the new 

hope”, and 2) “Markets have incredible wisdom”.  Both have merit for domestic and global 

investing at this time, and help explain the “Trump” trade. 

First, “angry is the new hope” (theme of leading articles in our 2Q & 3Q Nvest Nsights publication) 

gained steam with Brexit in June and the election of Donald Trump as the next US President.  In 

2008 Barack Obama won on a message of “hope and change.”  Eight years later, the candidates 

receiving the most attention were the “angry” candidates (Trump and Sanders) who conveyed a 

sense of urgency.  They gained attention because the US and global economic growth trends 

remain anemic even after years of monetary stimulus including low-, zero- or negative-interest 

rates and asset purchases via quantitative easing.  Historically, the US economy grows at an 

average rate of 3.1%/year net of inflation.  But since 2008, its best average pace of growth was 

2%.  That suggests the economy during the last 8 years is $2.6 trillion smaller than if it grew at a 

3% annual rate; that translates to a slower growth/income for every US household of about $25k.  

Voters knew something was/is wrong and demanded change; time will tell if that change can 

actually be delivered.  A remaining question is will “angry” affect the upcoming French and 

German presidential elections (about economic growth and immigration) in 2017?  Like Brexit and 

now the US presidential election, experts and mainstream media still wonder why the “accidental” 

won, and the “can’t-miss” lost.  Recent outcomes suggest economic conditions weigh heavy on 

voters’ decisions. 

The second theme of 2016 relates to “markets having incredible wisdom”, wherein stocks 

correctly predicted the presidential election in all but 3 of 22 elections since 1928.  Under a simple 

formula, if stocks declined during the 3 months before the election the opposition party won (and 

vice versa).  Recall October was the worst monthly stock market performance of 2016, other than 

the first 6 weeks to start the year; making the 3 months preceding Election Day a negative 

experience for stocks.  Again, economic conditions weigh heavy on voter’s decisions, and the 

“voting booth” that is open each trading day again successfully called the winner ahead of the 

official vote. 

Often, election results have the potential to significantly alter the macro landscape.  Post-election 

was like a “flip of the light switch” with market performance moving in a different direction for 

most every investment, particularly stocks and bonds.  US investors (after Election Day, 11/8) 

bought stocks and sold bonds - the opposite of actions for much of the last few years.  The 

average diversified US-stock fund posted a robust +5.2% return in November, pushing stock funds 

to a +9% gain for the YTD.  Small stocks (Russell 2000 index) experienced a fantastic “year” in 

November alone, rising over +11% for the month.  The Dow Jones average advanced +5.5% and 

the S&P500 rose +3.4%.  The S&P500, and other indexes, set 6 new closing high records during 

November.  Foreign stocks and US bonds lost -2.3% each, during November.  In essence, the 

market appears somewhat “bipolar” with stocks rising quickly on expectations that a President 

Trump will significantly alter the economic landscape via lower corporate and personal tax rates, a 

reduction of regulation, new government infrastructure spending plans, and modification of the 

Affordable Care Act (Obamacare health plan).  Bond performance retreated, logging its worst 

month in 9 years, as investors’ expectations for faster economic growth prospects support the 

Fed’s communicated inclination to raise interest rates this month, and probably more in 2017 and 

2018.  Trump’s election may also prove to be the bottom (low) for interest rates - the turning 

point of the 35 year bull market in bonds.  In that period since 1981, investors witnessed interest 

rates decline from a prime rate of 18% (to recently near zero) when Ronald Reagan instituted 

large tax cuts.  Foreign stocks also reacted negatively in November to another Trump campaign 

topic: foreign trade and a rising concern for protectionism (trade battles).  Overall, November was 

a spectacular rebound month for stocks and client portfolio values.  
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Maybe that’s why one could best 

characterize recent market action as 

“Bulli$h” – a run to the upside 

given many changed expectations.  

The financial markets did not expect 

a Republican sweep.  Republicans 

now hold a majority in the House 

and Senate which would seem to 

provide the party with flexibility to 

move legislation, compared to the recent divided “gridlock” experience many citizens express frustration with.  It seems 

premature to view the President-elect’s policy prescription as a “cure-all”, as the pathway to passage of campaign promises 

weighed against the priorities of Congress are unknown.  Yet, it seems “the world has changed” and recently improving 

economic data (showing some rebound in 3Q) suggest Trump is receiving a favorable economic hand. 

Interesting, over the past several years, the global race by Central Bankers to go lower with interest rates, and depress currency 

(to boost the local economy and trade) worked with diminishing success.  During this time, the US corporate tax rate at 35% is 

the highest of any country in the developed world. And our territorial tax system encourages many US companies with foreign 

sales to leave their revenues overseas rather than be double taxed; even inspiring some to pursue “inversions” and give up their 

US status to domicile their headquarters to countries with lower tax rates.  Following Brexit, new Prime Minister May announced 

plans to lower corporate tax rates to 17% with the goal of retaining and attracting business to Great Britain.  Her plan is direct 

competition to Trump campaign statements to institute a 15% corporate tax rate and pursue earnings repatriation tax holidays.  

Will global central bank ZIRP (zero-interest rate) policies be replaced with competition for lowering global corporate tax rates 

(designed to boost economic growth)?  Maybe this fiscal policy shift (from monetary policies of the last 8 years) will provide 

improving global economic growth – a vital ingredient for supporting current stock prices and allowing the bull market to 

continue. 

Saying it differently, current signposts suggest, at worst, that the persistent “muddle-through” economic growth will continue; 

while recent financial market and economic action provides a more optimistic expectation that growth is re-accelerating.  It is 

becoming easier for forecasters to visualize a path where the economy reverts to a more historical rate of growth, and for the 

voter attitude of “angry” to transition to a different idea. 

As 2016 winds down and we look to 2017, the US economy and its growth prospects appear much improved from late 2015/

early 2016.  Yes (to answer the title question) – it appears the world changed this year.  In fact, maybe change is the only 

constant.  Recently rising inflation and bond yields may be signaling an end to the depressed level of economic activity that 

dominated the past few years, and which provided the “go no-where” sideways stock market experience of “mushy” low stock 

and bond returns.  Investors are starting to claim they are “bulli$h”, but their net investment exposures are still cautious and 

defensive.  To us, these many factors suggest continuing to invest for long-term goals is very appropriate.  It’s tough to see too 

much wrong with US economic growth prospects and a likely improving global economic outlook, at the moment.  That means a 

good possibility of returning to the prospects of earning more historical investment returns than the case for the past few years, 

or from the past 16 years since Y2K and the bursting of the dot-com/technology bubble.  It’s not all rosy just yet and time will tell 

if new policies help realize an improved pace of economic growth; however, the world outlook does look changed. 

 

Thank you for asking Nvest to help you and your family with investment management and financial planning of your future.  Our 

10 year history resides in a challenging investment environment of market returns lower than historical norms.  Yet, progress 

occurred, and we are thankful to be asked to help you gain financial peace of mind.  Enjoy a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 

Year! 
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Style November YTD

Small-Cap Stocks +10.4% +17.2%

Mid-Cap Stocks +7.0% +13.6%

Avg US Stock Fund +5.2% +9.1%

Large-Cap Stocks +3.8% +8.1%

S&P 500 +3.7% +9.8%

Foreign Stocks -2.3% -1.3%

Barclays Bond Idx -2.4% +2.5%

Client Objectives

(Stocks/Bonds) November YTD

20/80 +0.2% +3.5%

35/65 +0.9% +4.0%

50/50 +1.5% +4.9%

65/35 +1.8% +4.7%

80/20 +2.0% +5.0%

95/5 +2.4% +5.7%


